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vSphere Settings for All Flash Arrays
By Jeff Stonacek , Principal Architect

The use of all‐flash arrays is increasing all the time. House of Brick has
definitely seen an uptick in the number of clients utilizing all‐flash arrays.
Their popularity is not surprising since prices are getting more competitive,
especially when combined with compression technologies not possible with
spinning‐disk arrays. Plus, the performance is mind blowing.
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For all‐flash arrays, as with most new technologies, changes in operating
procedures are needed. The amount of I/O possible with an all‐flash array
means we need to change how we think about configuring the infrastructure
around it. In this blog we will explore the I/O settings recommended for
vSphere and all‐flash arrays. Read More

HoB Shares Virtualization Insights in theCUBE at OOW
CEO Nathan Biggs and VP of Client Services
Jim Ogborn share their insights regarding
trends in virtualizing business critical
systems with Stu Miniman of theCUBE at
Oracle OpenWorld 2015. Watch the Video
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VeeamOn 2015: The Stunning Benefits of
Storage Snapshots
During a Brown Bag Tech Talk at
VeaamOn 2015, Senior Consultant Chris
Vacanti shares a case study focusing on
the benefits of using storage snapshots
and the value that it brought to a specific
HoB client's backup processes. Watch the
video
Chris also presented this Brown Bag Tech
Talk in Portuguese.
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During Oracle Open World in San Francisco last month, EMC shared photos of
CEO Nathan Biggs speaking about Oracle licensing during their EMC Rocks
event.
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